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Research Proposal: The Study of Recruitment and Selection Practices of MNCs in China As an increasing number of
organizations enter the.

Unilever is large enough that it can garner a short list of three to five internal candidates for any post. This
scale of culture change has to be led by a company's chief executive, with full commitment from the top
management team. In the business environment, respect for authority will result in unquestioned centralised
decision-making and the recognition of hierarchy Sudhir,  Given the shortage of true glopats, many
multinational companies find it useful to pair a headquarters-oriented executive from outside the market with
an executive familiar with the local market as the two most senior managers in an operating subsidiary. Laws
of each country should be carefully evaluated from an HRM strategic perspective. The preparation of
advertising copy is not only time-consuming, but also requires creativity when developing design and message
content. This makes it harder for uncut diamonds to be hidden by their local bosses. Hawthorn, R. After all,
what exactly is a "local national"? How would you handle this? Face and harmony. Local Advantages A
localized approach to global expansion is usually viewed more favorably by the host nation. Speaks the
language s? Taylor, H. However, it is also important to know that guanxi exists within an organisation. To
have the multicultural skills and vision they need to succeed, companies will have to put into place programs
that recruit, train and retain managers in all their markets. Ichnioowski, C. Others take a more localized tack
and hire people within each foreign market. The concept of showing respect for superiors or seniors in a
family originates from Confucian beliefs. Authors John A. Discuss "next steps" before departure and again
during the assignment. Compare the skills detailed in the personal assessments with those required by your
business strategy. Many of these multinational companies are European, but not all. See Exhibits I and II. The
selection process should provide as much reliable and valid information as possible about applicants so that
their qualifications may be carefully matched with the job requirements. Sometimes this policy involves
taking risks with people. It took 18 months for I. Compiling these descriptions is a major undertaking, and
they will not be perfect because job descriptions are subject to continuous change in today's markets and
because perfect matches of candidates with job descriptions are unlikely to be found. Third, the chief
executives of many multinational companies keep their succession plans -- if they have any -- only in their
heads. Business Management Services. This holds true for companies across the technology spectrum, from
software manufacturers to textile companies that have to manage a global supply chain. Holdings Ltd. Also,
most H. Unilever usually advertises only posts in the lower two pools, but this policy varies by country and by
business unit. Recruit regularly Search for new recruits in every important local market as regularly as you do
in the headquarters country. McComb, R. Some organizations may want to provide information on the
schooling system to the expatriate, if he or she has children. It is important to mention that most countries
have several types of visas, such as the following: Visas for crew members working on ships or airlines
Tourist visas Employment visas for long-term employment at a foreign company Business visas The visa
process and time line can vary greatly depending on the country for which the visa is required. If items will be
brought, beyond what can be carried in a suitcase, the HR professional may want to consider hiring a moving
logistics company that specializes in expatriate moves to help with this process. One major difference with
employment in the West is that, in the East, there are four major types of candidates available; local Chinese,
overseas Chinese, Chinese returnees, and repatriates.


